Daily Learning
Story
Tuesday, 10th August 2021

Group Time
We started group time off with a discussion
about the letter ‘A’.
We spoke about things that begin with ‘A’
like apples, which we just ate for morning
tea! We also named airplanes and ants.
This lead to us singing and dancing to ‘The
ants go marching’ around the room.
We also sang a few of our other favourite
songs like ‘baby bumble bee’, ‘sleeping bunnies’, ‘tooty ta’, ‘dance freeze’ and ‘shake your
sillies out’.
We all had a blast singing and dancing around
the room with all of our peers and educators.

Let’s go find some ants
To further extend on ants, we had 4 magnifying glasses that we shared between the class
and went around the yard trying to find
ants.

We managed to find a couple of ants wondering around and even found a giant ant
carrying food! Eloise had to stand back as she
got a little bit scared because it was so big.
Cooper and Penelope were right at the front,
magnifying glass in hand, getting as close as
they possibly could. We spoke about what we
thought the ant was trying to do. We came
to the conclusion that the ant was trying to
get home to feed his family.

Ant finger paint
Miss Caitlin found a cool art experience
for the children that extended on ants.
We just needed to dip our finger on the
sponge covered in black paint. We then
had to transfer our finger to the paper,
placing each dot side by side.
Miss Caitlin gave an example and then
let the children copy. They understood
that they needed 3 dots on the paper but
they didn’t like the idea of them being
next to each other. We had dots on our
sun, dots in the middle of the sky and
dots underneath the dirt. Very creative
guys!
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Sun protection recommended from 9:40 am to 2:00 pm

Morning Tea

SOUR CREAM AND CHIVES RICE CAKES WITH APPLE AND WATERMELON

Lunch

CHILLI CON CARNE & CORN CHIPS

Alternative Lunch

SALSA W/ CHEESE & CORN CHIPS

Afternoon tea

PIZZA SCROLLS & VEGETABLE STICKS
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ALL

